“MISSION KARTHIKEYA” accomplished…
thanks to those who supported & prayed for him: (11.01.10)

Dear All!
In continuation of our best efforts to see
our beloved little child Master Karthikeya
(see Mission Karhikeyam brochure shared
with you earlier for more info) gets max
benefit of health care…we were continuously in touch with the his family. On
09.01.10, while they were going to Apollo,
they dropped in to the office. It was really
very happy seeing their joy during their
visit.
With god’s grace, we tried to explain them about “Attitude of Gratitude”….told them to prepare beautiful greeting cards to be given to all the supporters in the Hospital irrespective of
operation date. They said they would do it after operation. We explained them the value of
doing it before hand.
We wanted to demonstrate the proactive approach and collected last year table calendars…
few charts, colour pens, paints etc., and asked
them to prepare Thank You cards for giving.
They applied the water color to the kid’s hand
and pressed the tiny colorful hand on the card
as token of his silent love expressing his gratitude!!
You should see their emotion while preparing
the cards and top of that you should listen to
their experience while they gave the cards to Dr.Vinaykumar, Audiologist and Arogyasree staff
over there in the hospital. Seeing their thankfulness…lovingly and caringly they embraced this
boy and asked them to admit the boy for operation on 10.01.10! All this happened when they
went to Apollo
It was too amazing to hear about their experience and they being brought from Apollo in the
evening, dropped at Sivam Temple for prayers… Explained them about power of prayers,
positive thoughts and devotion. It was at 8 PM on 10.01.2010, there was an SMS saying that
the operation would be performed for Master Karthikeya at around 7 AM on 11.01.10.

The beauty of the entire story is that…seeing all the developments in their life for the last 30 days Mother
Kiran Kuamri is totally amazed and inspired. When they went to Hospital the “Hearing Aid” was being removed from the EAR. They said to themselves that why don’t they give it to someone who is in need as
token of their gratitude to the Service they received from many people…they enquired around and given
the hearing aid to Hospital staff…in front of them the aid is being given to a 12 year old Karthik (same
name) who is struggling hard to get an aid costing Rs.7,000/-. Karthik Mother was so happy it seems on receipt of this surprise gift from un known people. Karthikeya started doing his bit of seva at the age of 18
months along with his progress! That was an heart touching experience yesterday. Let us… from depth of
our hearts say a big thanks to GOD for making all of us to be part of this MISSION Karthikeyam…
On 11.01.10: at around 8AM, Master
Karthikeya has been taken to anesthetist for
administering anesthesia. And told that a
short while from then, he would be operated. Pray fully Saibab’s photo, Vibuthi and
Palani Subramanya’s prasadam being given
to the child. Sent mails to all, requesting their
prayers for the successful operation. Every
one waited for Karthikeya’s operation to conclude, Believing that he would now respond
to our calls and conversations as a normal
child!
Such cases of need would be there available
before us every day…the real fortune is that
our eyes and ears are open to them…more so
our hearts need to be melted to go forward stretching our helping hand!! Where ever there is a need.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HEARTY AND KIND HELP TO MASTER KARTHIKEYA…Mission is accomplished now. Special note of thanks to SAHI Charity, Sathyasai seva Org. Volunteers,
N.Sai Prashanth, Govt of AP, Arogya Sri, Apollo Doctors, Staff & Management. It was a collective effort of many like minded TEAMS(“TOGETHER EVERY ONE ACHIEVE MORE”)
LOVE & LIFE from all of us to Karthikeya…
“Watch people do their most common actions;
These are indeed the things that will tell you
The real character of a great person”
Your common action of responding for Master Karthikeya’s
need is very proof of your greatness & good heart. Let us
thank all those who came forward extending great support
and prayers for this small kid… a cheque for Rs.25,000/- being given to them to meet the post operation expenses if any.
If required we give them a FDR.
Power of positive thought can be very well understood by this one
case…let us look for more such opportunities to make a difference in the world...HIS OPERATION IS SUCCESSFUL!

